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Magneto-hydrodynamcs (MHD)
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MHD code
The code was written by Ue-li Pen in 2003, and was 
expanded by Phil Arras, ShingKwong Wong, Hugh Merz, 
Matthias Liebendoerfer, Stephen Green, Bijia Pang.
The code is a second-order accurate (in space and time) 
high-resolution total variation diminishing (TVD) MHD 
parallized code.
Kinetic, thermal, and magnetic energy are conserved and 
divergent of magnetic field was kept to zero by flux 
constrained transport.
The code is short and simple, easy for GPU acceleration.
Three groups, H. Wong (arXiv:0908.4362), and H.-Y. 
Schive (arXiv:0907.3390), and B. Pang (arXiv:1004.1680) 
programmed it using CUDA on Nvidia GPU.



Simulation video





Algorithm of MHD code

Finite difference + finite volume + time dependent
u(5) fluid variable, stored on center
b(3) magnetic variable, stored on cell face
Second-order total variation diminishing scheme
Dimension split for 3D box
Fluid and magnetic update separately (1D)
Matrix transpose is used for coalescing memory 
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Algorithm – fluid & magnetic

Fluid: 1D advection equation

Magnetic: 2D advection-constraint step. The same 
electro-motive force is used immediately in the 
constraint step to preserve zero divergent of 
magnetic field

Grid dependence
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Pen, Arras, & Wong 2003



Heterogeneous platform

Controlling processor + computing processors:

CELL: Power Processor Element (PPE) + Synergistic 
Processing Elements (SPE) 
GPU: CPU + unified shaders

CELL: CELL SDK
Nvidia: Compute Unified Device Architecture (CUDA)
ATI: Open Computing Language (OpenCL)

supported by IBM & MITACS



The code is suited for acceleration

The code is simple
One dimensional update (same 
operation for every grid)
Linear memory-access patterns (data 
transfer)



Results on different platforms

Single-precision & milli-second128^3 box on one CELL/GPU

Code speed-up: ratio on the platform compared to a single core x86

Fractional speed-up: ratio of code speed-up to theoretical peak performance ratio

FLOPS fraction: ratio of actual FLOPS to theoretical peak performance

XeonE5506@
2.13GHz

Cell blade Q22

Tesla C2050

HD 5870

Bandwidth fraction: ratio of actual data transfer to theoretical bandwidth(on-chip)



CUDA & openCL On Nvidia GPU

Double precision

Tesla C2050



Fortran MPI + CUDA

CUDA for Nvidia GPU
Overcome low PCI-e bandwidth let more data stay 
on GPU, less data for communication
CPU to GPU (1 to 1)

Next time stepcompute main data on GPU

compute buffer & update to main data on GPU

GPU CPU CPU GPU

Buffer transfer



Result on MPI + CUDA

2 Tesla C1060 GPU + MPI 122^3 detail link



Summary

Heterogeneous system can accelerate: 
Cell(10x), CUDA(137x), ATI(68x)
ATI has a good theoretical peak performance, 
but CUDA on Nvidia perform better. (our 
openCL code not fully vectorized)
CUDA & openCL perform the same on C2050
CUDA + MPI can accelerate(3.4x to openMP)

Future work: improve CUDA + MPI
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How to update magnetic

Find a second-order-accurate, upwind 
ElectroMotiveForce V_y*B_x
In the advection step to update b_x and 
then immediately use the same EMF for 
the constraint step to update b_y.

Pen, Arras, & Wong 2003

back



Upwind methods

Upwind methods take into account the 
physical nature of the flow when 
assigning fluxes for the discrete solution.
Excellent at capturing shocks and also 
highly stable. Courant, Isaason, & Reeves (1952)

back



Total variation diminishing

Nonlinear stability condition
Overall number of oscillations is bounded
A strongly nonlinear flux limiter that adds just 
enough diffusion to prevent numerical 
instabilities.
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Relaxing system

Euler equation: momentum and energy fluxes 
depend on the pressure.
The flow is considered as a sum of a right-
moving wave u_R and a left-moving u_L.
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Comparison between OpenCL & CUDA



Algorithm – fluid part

1D advection equation

Cell dependence

0t xu F∂ +∇ =

Pen, Arras, & Wong 2003
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Algorithm – magnetic part

Constrained transport(CT): 
1. store magnetic field at cell faces; 
2. the same electro-motive force is used 
immediately in the constraint step to preserve 
zero divergent of magnetic field.

( )t b v b∂ = ∇× × 0b∇ =i

Pen, Arras, & Wong 2003

Cell dependence
back



Detail for 122^3 box

back
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